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Abstract: The classical polarimetric method has been widely used in liquid crystal on silicon (LCoS)
phase measurement with a simple optical setup. However, due to interference caused by LCoS
cover glass reflections, the method lacks accuracy for phase uniformity measurements. This paper is
aimed at mathematically analyzing the errors caused by non-ideal glass reflections and proposing
procedures to reduce or eliminate such errors. The measurement is discussed in three conditions,
including the ideal condition with no reflections from the LCoS cover glass, the condition with only
the front reflection from the cover glass, and the condition with only the back reflection from the
cover glass. It is discovered that the backward reflection makes the largest contribution to the overall
measurement error, and it is the main obstacle to high-quality measurements. Several procedures,
including optical alignment, LC layer thickness measurement, and phase estimation method, are
proposed, making the uniformity measurement more qualitative and consistent.

Keywords: liquid crystal on silicon; phase uniformity measurement; classical polarimetric method;
interference

1. Introduction

Liquid crystal on silicon spatial light modulators (LCoS-SLMs) are devices used to
perform spatial modulation of the light wavefront, and they have been commonly used
in a wide range of applications, including holographic displays and others [1]. Phase-
only LCoS-SLM requires an accurate spatial phase response, which describes the phase
uniformities and linearity across the whole active area [1–3].

Multiple research groups [4–6] have presented interferometry methods to measure
and calibrate the reflected wavefront from LCoS-SLMs, and such methods have become the
preferred choice for measuring the LCoS phase uniformity whenever available. Figure 1
shows one of the possible optical setups for the interferometry measurement of the LCoS
wavefront [5]. However, due to the nature of interferometry, these methods usually require
a highly stable environment with minimal vibration and ambient light [7–9], which is not
always available in every circumstance.

Figure 1. Interferometry method setup for phase uniformity measurement (P, polarizer, NPBS,
non-polarizing beam splitter, AP, aperture, M, reference flat mirror).
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In this paper, we evaluated the classical polarimetric method [10–13] to validate its
application in the measurement of the non-uniform phase response of LCoS-SLMs. The
method can measure the absolute phase retardation and phase flicker at any region of the
active area, while it only requires basic equipment, as demonstrated in Figure 2, as well as
a normal lab test environment without ambient light controlling. The classical polarimetric
method is an indirect measurement of phase retardation. It measures the relation between
output light intensity I and input gray level GL, and it calculates phase retardation Γ based
on normalized intensity Inorm. Such a setup is not sensitive to vibrations, and by measuring
the normalized light intensity in the output, the effect of ambient light is mostly eliminated.

Figure 2. Basic optical setup for polarimetric method (P, polarizer, NPBS, non-polarizing beam
splitter, AP, aperture, TS, translation stage, PD, photo detector).

The measuring process divides the whole active area of the tested LCoS device into
a grid of regions, and in each region, the classical polarimetric method is performed to
acquire its phase response [13]. A two-axis linear translation stage is used to traverse all
regions. By combining the results from all regions, a distribution of the phase response
could be calculated. Additionally, to ensure consistent measurements, the LCoS device was
also kept at a stable temperature during the whole process.

However, there are some disagreements between ideal conditions in theory and actual
test environments in practice, especially when anti-reflection (AR) coating is not present.
Figure 3a shows an actual uniformity measurement from one of our LCoS devices with the
setup shown in Figure 2, and the rippled result is clearly not what could be expected in an
LCoS assembly [14,15], and it does not provide a solid foundation for the calibration process.

Figure 3. Problematic phase measurement due to non-ideal factors: (a) phase measurement result;
(b) interference pattern of extraordinary light on the LCoS device.

During this experiment, we found that the pattern appearing in the phase result
shared close similarity with the interference pattern observed on the LCoS device, shown
in Figure 3b. According to this outcome, we were investigating a relationship between
the error pattern and the reflections on the cover glass of the LCoS device with analytical
modeling and simulation and comparing them with more detailed experiments.

Our work is aimed at analyzing and addressing the error caused by glass reflections
to make the polarimetric method a more viable means for LCoS phase uniformity mea-
surement. By considering the glass reflections and choosing unaffected data points, our
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improved measuring method could better compensate for the error caused by glass re-
flections, thus achieving a more accurate phase uniformity measurement compared to the
original classical polarimetric method.

2. Materials and Methods

The polarimetric method used in this paper is based on the work by
Márquez, A. et.al. [10,11], which used a single collimated laser beam passing through
polarizer P1, LCoS (as a waveplate), and polarizer P2 in order, and it calculated the phase
retardation by measuring the transmitted laser intensity. The basic principle of the polari-
metric method is demonstrated in Figure 4, with the slow axis of the waveplate defined as
the X-axis.

Figure 4. Principle of the polarimetric method (P, polarizer, WP, waveplate).

2.1. Basic Polarimetric Method

To obtain the relationship between the phase retardation of the LCoS device and the
transmitted light intensity, some theoretical development is needed. The detailed derivation
process with Jones calculus under ideal condition can be found at [10,11]. This sub-section
only discusses the parameter definitions and the final conclusion as a foundation for
later analysis.

First, the induced phase difference of ordinary light and extraordinary light after
passing through the LCoS device are marked as ϕo and ϕe f f , which correspond to their
optical path lengths (OPLs) respectively. The liquid crystal (LC) is assumed to be a positive
birefringence material, where ϕe f f > ϕo is always true.

The formulas below define ϕo, ϕe f f , and phase retardation Γ, where no(λ) and ne f f (λ)
are the effective refractive indices of LC material at the wavelength λ, and d is the distance
that light travels through the liquid crystal, which is double the thickness of the LC layer in
this LCoS device. Tilting of the LC molecule is considered in ne f f (λ), which indicates the
effective refractive index on the slow axis of the LCoS device.

ϕo =
2π · no(λ) · d

λ
(1)

ϕe f f =
2π · ne f f (λ) · d

λ
(2)

Γ = ϕe f f − ϕo =
2π ·

(
ne f f (λ)− no(λ)

)
· d

λ
(3)

For the simplicity of the calculation, the orientation of the slow axis of the LCoS device,
which is the polarization orientation of the extraordinary light, is defined as the X axis. The
Jones matrix of the LCoS device W

(
ϕe f f , ϕo

)
can be written as follows:

W
(

ϕe f f , ϕo

)
=

[
eiϕe f f 0

0 eiϕo

]
(4)
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At the same time, the Jones matrix of the polarizer P(θ) can be written as follows,
where θ is the angle between its transmissive axis and X-axis defined above.

P(θ) =
[

cos2θ cosθsinθ

cosθsinθ sin2θ

]
, θ ∈

(
−π

2
,

π

2

)
(5)

For the simplicity of the calculation again, the light intensity of the laser beam after
polarizer P1 is marked as Iin. When θ1 and θ2 are orthogonal to each other, which means
θ1 − θ2 = ±π

2 , Iout can be calculated as:

Iout =
Iin
2

sin2(2θ1) · (1− cosΓ) (6)

As can be seen, Iout can always be normalized into Inorm, which is only related to
phase retardation Γ. As a result, Γ can be calculated from normalized light intensity Inorm
during measurement:

Inorm =
1
2
(1− cosΓ) (7)

Γ = acos(1− 2Inorm) (8)

Under ideal conditions in which the reflection from the LCoS cover glass is ignored,
and all optical components, including the laser beam and polarizers, are perfectly aligned,
the measurement is guaranteed to be error-free.

2.2. Reflections on the LCoS Cover Glass

All the discussion and math formulas in Section 2.1 are based on an ideal modeling of
the optical system. It is assumed that all the incident light is modulated by the LC layer
exactly twice, including once inward and once outward. However, this case usually does
not apply in real-life practice.

In practice, part of the incident light would be reflected without modulation from the
LC layer, while part of the remaining light can be modulated multiple times [16]. Such
un-modulated or over-modulated reflection mainly comes from the surface reflection of
the cover glass, and the intensity of this reflection is usually around 8% on an uncoated
air-glass-air surface, and somewhere between 4% and 8% on an air-glass-LC surface [17,18].
Figure 5 considers three different reflection paths in the LCoS device as the example, with
no modulation, normal modulation, and double modulation, respectively.

Figure 5. Different reflection paths in the LCoS device: (a) front reflection; (b) ideal condition; (c) back
reflection. Glass thickness is shown in this figure but ignored in calculation.
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The corresponding waveplates in each case are marked as W0, W1, and W2, and their
respective Jones matrices are shown as below. The mirroring effect caused by reflection is
ignored since, in every case, the reflection count is an odd number.

W0

(
ϕe f f , ϕo

)
=

[
1 0
0 1

]
(9)

W1

(
ϕe f f , ϕo

)
=

[
eiϕe f f 0

0 eiϕo

]
(10)

W2

(
ϕe f f , ϕo

)
=

[
ei·2ϕe f f 0

0 ei·2ϕo

]
(11)

To model the glass reflection of the LCoS device, transmittance and reflectivity of
the cover glass are defined. To simplify the model, the glass thickness is ignored, and
reflections from all surfaces of the cover glass are treated as a single surface reflection,
as the coherent length of laser in this experiment can be treated as infinite compared to
the thickness of the cover glass. As a result, the single surface reflectivity is equal to the
combined interference result of all the separated surfaces and its phase as a reference zero
point. The glass absorption is ignored in all cases.

When the light is traveling from air toward LC (air-glass-LC), the transmittance of
the cover glass is marked as A and the reflectivity as (1− A). With the same principle,
when the light is traveling from LC toward air (LC-glass-air), the transmittance of the cover
glass is marked as B and the reflectivity as (1− B). These two reflections are named front
reflection (case W0 in Figure 5) and back reflection (case W2 in Figure 5) for simplicity. To
simplify the expressions, A and B can be rewritten as:

A = cos2α, 1− A = sin2α (12)

B = cos2β, 1− B = sin2β (13)

These non-ideal reflections in W0 and W2 could cause systematic errors in the phase
measurement of actual LCoS devices, with their principles illustrated in Appendix A. Such
errors are further discussed with mathematical derivation and simulated experiments in
subsequent subsections.

Simulations in the following sections are based on an 8-bit vertical-aligned (VA) LCoS
device with an average LC layer thickness of 6 µm,and LC material with a refractive index
of no = 1.49 and ne = 1.60. Both front and back reflectivity were set to 5% unless specified
otherwise, and a collimated 635 nm laser source with infinite coherence length was used.
The non-uniform LC layer thickness was simulated by a spherical CMOS backplane with a
curvature of 100 m, giving a peak–peak difference of 478 nm across its 12.3 mm× 6.9 mm
active area. The thickness and non-uniformity of the LC layer were slightly amplified
compared to a more common thickness of 3 µm and peak–peak difference of 100 nm [14] to
emphasize the effect of glass reflection.

2.3. Theory and Analysis with Un-Modulated Front Reflection

In this subsection, only the front reflection of the cover glass is considered, which
means that only W0 and W1 are included. W2 is temporarily ignored in this subsection for
simplicity reasons.

The Jones matrix of the LCoS device should be rewritten as:

W ′
(

ϕe f f , ϕo, α
)
= cosα·W1

(
ϕe f f , ϕo

)
+ sinα ·W0

(
ϕe f f , ϕo

)
=

[
eiϕe f f cosα + sinα 0

0 eiϕo cosα + sinα

] (14)
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Further, the complex amplitude of the transmitted light can be calculated with

E′out = P(θ2)W ′
(

ϕe f f , ϕo, α
)√

Iin

[
cosθ1
sinθ1

]
(15)

The transmitted light intensity I′out changes into the following form:

I′out = Iin ·
∣∣∣(eiΓcosθ1cosθ2 + sinθ1sinθ2

)
eiϕo cosα + cos(θ1 − θ2)sinα

∣∣∣2 (16)

Note the newly appeared term cos(θ1 − θ2) · sinα on the right side. Apparently, either
when the orthogonal relation between θ1 and θ2 is satisfied or the reflectivity sin2α equals to
zero, the above expression would degenerate into the form obtained in Section 2.1, and the
calculation should be error-free under this circumstance. This outcome is understandable,
as the reflected component from W0 has the same polarization state as polarizer P1 and
should be filtered out by the second polarizer P2.

For example, when θ1 and θ2 are orthogonal to each other, and the transmittance of
the cover glass A = cos2α is less than 1, I′out can be expressed as follows:

I′out =
Iin
2

cos2(α) · sin
2
(2θ1) · (1− cosΓ) (17)

However, in cases in which θ1 and θ2 are not orthogonal, and transmittance A is less
than 1, the light intensity I′out cannot be transformed into a simple form. In this case, the
final output intensity is not only related to the phase retardation Γ but also related to the
optical path difference ϕo, and it is no longer possible to calculate the phase retardation Γ
with normalized output intensity I′norm.

Considering that the reflectivity of the LCoS device is usually not controllable during
the measurement, the proper alignment of the polarization orientation can be very impor-
tant in this scenario. One possible source of such misalignment is the non-polarizing beam
splitter (NPBS) used in this setup, which can bring up to 10◦ of polarization angle change
and a certain amount of linearity degradation [19]. A possible solution to this problem is
further discussed in Appendix A.

2.4. Theory and Analysis with Double-Modulated Back Reflection

In this case, only the back reflection of the cover glass is considered, which means
only W1 and W2 are included, and W0 is assumed to have been already corrected by the
orthogonal polarizer pair, which means θ1 − θ2 = ±π

2 is already satisfied, and light from
the front reflection will not pass through the second polarizer P2. W0 is ignored in the math
derivations but still included in the simulations. Note that W0 is ignorable only when P2
is orthogonal to P1 in this measuring process, which is not the case when LCoS is used
in actual applications, such as holographic displays or wavelength selective switches, in
which only extraordinary light is present [20,21].

The Jones matrix of the LCoS device should be rewritten as:

W ′′
(

ϕe f f , ϕo, β
)
= cosβ·W1

(
ϕe f f , ϕo

)
+ sinβ ·W2

(
ϕe f f , ϕo

)
=

[
eiϕe f f cosβ + ei·2ϕe f f sinβ 0

0 eiϕo cosβ + ei·2ϕo sinβ

]
(18)

Moreover, the transmitted light can be calculated as:

E′′out = P(θ2)W ′′
(

ϕe f f , ϕo, β
)√

Iin

[
cosθ1
sinθ1

]
(19)
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By applying the above assumed θ1 − θ2 = ±π
2 , the expressions for transmitted light

intensity can be simplified into:

I ′′ out =
1
4

sin2(2θ1) · Iin ·
∣∣∣(eiΓ − 1

)
eiϕo cosβ +

(
ei·2Γ − 1

)
ei·2ϕo sinβ

∣∣∣2 (20)

As can be seen, only if the reflectivity sin2β equals zero does the above expression
for I′′out degenerate into the form of Iout in Equation (6), and it can be normalized into
I′′norm = (1− cosΓ)/2. However, when the reflectivity cannot be ignored, I′′out− Γ relation
is additionally affected by the changing interference caused by double-modulation, and
no longer follows the ideal sine-wave shape. Only when the phase retardation satisfies
Γ = 2kπ, k ∈ Z can the distorted I′′out agree with its undistorted form Iout at its minimum
value point. This finding indicates that only phase at Γ = 2kπ, k ∈ Z can be correctly
measured. Note that, when Γ = (2k + 1)π, k ∈ Z, although the form of I′′out agrees with
Iout, it does not reach its maximum value due to the constructive interference next to this
location, and the actual phase cannot be calculated at this point.

Figure 6a shows a simulation of the relation between I′′out and input gray level
(GL) in one of the regions, while Figure 6b shows the change in average and peak–peak
measurement error across the whole active area. An obvious relation between error and
I′′out can be seen, that is, when I′′out reaches its minimum value, the measurement error also
reaches its minimum, and the average phase can be viewed as error-free. This discovery is
critical for the uniformity retrieving method discussed in the next subsection, which allows
for uniformity calculation based on these error-free points at Γ = 2π.

Figure 6. Simulation of the effect from 5% back reflection on I′′out and phase error: (a) I′′out − GL
relation; (b) peak and average phase error across the active area.

Note that the average measurement error across the active area is related to the LC
layer thickness non-uniformity such that, when the thickness non-uniformity is greater,
both positive error and negative error would appear and cancel each other out in the
average value, while when the thickness non-uniformity is smaller, positive and negative
errors are less likely to be balanced, and the average error would be greater and closer to
the peak error.

2.5. Retrieving LCoS Uniformity from the Data Affected by Back Reflection

To address this error caused by back reflection and to obtain the correct uniformity
data, the known error-free point at Γ = 2kπ, k ∈ Z can be utilized. Since the average phase
result at this point can also be viewed as error-free, it is possible to retrieve the actual phase
uniformity based on this set of data, assuming that the non-uniformity of phase response is
solely determined by the non-uniformity of LC layer thickness. Additionally, in case the
LC refractive indices no(λ) and ne(λ) are known, and the maximum phase retardation can
be reached at maximum GL, the uniformity of ϕo and the LC layer thickness could also be
calculated. Figure 7 demonstrates the basic principle of this process with simulation data
obtained in Section 2.4.
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Figure 7. Basic principle of the LCoS uniformity extraction process: (a) locate the error-free point
in the measured intensity curve of a specific region as GL2π ; (b) calculate the average phase of the
whole active area at GL2π and max GL; (c) estimate the LC layer thickness in this region; (d) repeat
for all regions and acquire the uniformity result.

For each measured region, we first find the designated low point where I′′out reaches
its minimum value, and the phase retardation is 2π. We mark the gray level at this point as
GL2π . This low point should be the closest one to the zero phase retardation point, which
should be the first low point after zero driving voltage for a common vertical-aligned LCoS
(VA-LCoS) and the last low point before max driving voltage for common parallel-aligned
LCoS (PA-LCoS) [22].

Then, we find the average measured phase of the whole active area at the max phase
retardation point as Γmax, and the average measured phase across the whole active area at
GL2π as Γ(GL2π). Note that both Γmax and Γ(GL2π) are calculated from the original faulty
result. The full phase retardation in this region can be approximately calculated as follows,
assuming that the average error of the phase measurement at GL2π is much smaller than
the peak error, as demonstrated in Figure 6b.

Γmax = 2π · Γmax/Γ(GL2π) (21)

Since we have assumed that the phase retardation is only related to LC layer thickness,
the thickness can be calculated by multiplying phase retardation by λ/(2π · no(λ)), and
the final expression of LC layer thickness d/2 at this location can be written as:

d/2 ≈ 1
2
· Γmax

Γ(GL2π)
· λ

ne(λ)− no(λ)
(22)

Repeating such processes for all regions of the LCoS active area, we can then acquire a
uniformity map of the LC layer thickness on this LCoS device.

3. Results
3.1. Results of the Front Reflection

According to the theory and modeling in Section 2.3, a simulated measurement when
the second polarizer P2 is misaligned by 10 degrees is calculated, as demonstrated in
Figure 8. Ripple-shaped measurement error can be seen in the result.
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Figure 8. Simulated result when the polarizers are misaligned by 10 degrees: (a) actual phase in π;
(b) measured phase in π; (c) measurement error in π.

Figure 9 shows the result of a measured phase uniformity on an LCoS device. The
polarization orientation was properly aligned in Figure 9a, while Figure 9b presents the
result when the orientation was misaligned by 8 degrees due to NPBS distortion. Similar
patterns could be seen compared to the simulated result in Figure 8, and the amplitude of
measurement error was also in line with the simulation. However, since the amplitude
of this error caused by the front reflection was very small (usually less than ±0.02π), it
could easily be confused with other noises in the measurement process, especially when
the phase flicker was large. The conclusion by Martínez et al. in their demonstration
of the classical polarimetric method, stating that high quality NPBS does not present a
considerable difference in LCoS phase measurement [11], can be confirmed according to
our simulations and experiments.

Figure 9. Real-life LCoS phase measurement: (a) measured phase in π with correct alignment;
(b) measurement error in π, with 8◦ of P2 misalignment.

3.2. Results of the Back Reflection

As discussed and analyzed in Section 2.4, the results when back reflection is present
should be discussed in two separate parts, with one part focusing the gray level where
maximum error occurs, and another part focusing the gray level where only minimum
error occurs.

Figure 10 demonstrates the simulated worst-case scenario, when I′′out and the mea-
surement error are at the maximum, as indicated in Figure 10a. Compared to the real phase
in Figure 10b, the measured phase distribution in Figure 10c shows a clear ripple-shaped
error pattern, and the phase error can reach up to ±0.25π, as demonstrated in Figure 10d,
completely invalidating the measurement result. The error pattern shows a clear periodical
relation with the LC layer thickness, resulting in a rippled shape.

Notice that the max amplitude of such a phase measurement error has a positive
relationship with the reflectivity of the cover glass. According to the simulation, when the
reflectivity is 1%, the maximum measurement error is around ±0.12π, which is lower than
that from a 5% reflection.
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Figure 10. Simulated result with 5% back reflection (maximum error point): (a) location of data point;
(b) actual phase in π; (c) measured phase in π; (d) measurement error in π.

Meanwhile, Figure 11 demonstrates the simulated best-case scenario when I′′out and
the measurement error are at the minimum, as indicated in Figure 11a. Compared to the
real phase in Figure 11b, the measured phase distribution in Figure 11c shows only very
little measurement error, which is around ±0.025π.

Figure 11. Simulated result with 5% back reflection (minimum error point): (a) location of data point;
(b) actual phase in π; (c) measured phase in π; (d) measurement error in π.

The phase error across the whole active area never reaches zero, as shown in Figure 6b,
since the non-uniformity of the LC layer indicates that different areas would reach their
error-free point of Γ = 2kπ, k ∈ Z at different input gray levels, and there will always be
some area with measurement error regardless of the gray level used.

The effect of the back reflection in an actual real-life measurement is compared to
the simulation and analyzed in subsequent paragraphs. According to the discussion in
Section 2.4, when the measured light intensity is around its maximum value, the phase
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measurement error also reaches its maximum. Figure 12 demonstrates the measured
intensity-GL relationship (Figure 12a) and the calculated phase distribution (Figure 12) at
the indicated GL127 input. As shown in the figure, the amplitude of this ripple-shaped
pattern is about ±0.15π, in line with the simulated results in Section 2.4 and Figure 10. This
error cannot be ignored in the phase uniformity measurement.

Figure 12. Phase measurement at near (2k + 1)π phase: (a) intensity-GL curve and indication of the
data point; (b) calculated phase distribution in π.

Figure 13 demonstrates the measured intensity–GL relationship (Figure 13a) and the
calculated phase distribution (Figure 13b) at the indicated GL212 input. The amplitude
of the error pattern is only around ±0.02π in this condition, which also agrees with the
simulated result in Figure 11.

Figure 13. Phase measurement at near 2kπ phase: (a) intensity-GL curve and indication of the data
point; (b) calculated phase distribution in π.

By comparing the shape and amplitude of such ripple-shaped patterns under different
GL inputs, the results of our experiment match the theory in Section 2 quite well, indicating
that the theory is effective and can be used to guide the LCoS uniformity retrieving process.

3.3. Results of the LCoS Uniformity Retrieving

Figure 14 demonstrates a simulation of our uniformity retrieving process, assuming
the birefringence refractive index is accurate, and the max phase retardation is reached at
GL = 255. Figure 14a shows the speculated LC layer thickness based on measured light
intensity I′′out, and the error of such speculation is less than 1%, as shown in Figure 14b.

One main source of the error is the discrete gray level control, which makes it im-
possible to locate the exact low point between two neighboring gray levels, where I′′out
reaches its minimum. The other main source of error is the difference between the average
measured phase and the actual phase, as demonstrated in Figure 6b. Additionally, the
discrete gray level addressed also makes the resolution of this uniformity result relatively
low, as can be seen in Figure 14a with discrete steps.
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Figure 14. Speculated LC layer thickness in simulation: (a) speculated thickness; (b) error of
the speculation.

This simulation indicates that it is actually a viable option for roughly measuring the
uniformity of LC layer thickness on LCoS devices, with the drawback of having to measure
the full modulation range of the LCoS device and having to know the exact refractive
indices of the LC material. However, if the absolute value of the thickness is not needed,
both the full modulation range and the exact LC refractive indices are no longer required.
The relative uniformity can still be obtained by only measuring a single full 2π phase range
of the whole active area. In this case, only the relative relation in the calculated uniformity
map holds true.

For the actual measured data in real-life experiments, the LC thickness uniformity can
be obtained based on Equation (22). Figure 15a shows the calculated LC layer thickness of
this LCoS device indexed by subregions, and a clear saddle-shaped pattern can be seen.
By comparing it to the interference pattern obtained on the same LCoS device shown in
Figure 15b, obvious similarities can be seen, and the calculated thickness difference also
matches the number of interference stripes, indicating the effectiveness of this method,
which extracts the uniformity of the LCoS device.

Figure 15. Result of the correction: (a) calculated LC layer thickness; (b) interference pattern.

The pattern and peak–peak difference in this calculated LC layer thickness also agrees
with the common saddle-shaped cell gap thickness pattern on LCoS devices demonstrated
in other research groups’ work [14], indicating that this process is indeed effective at phase
around 2kπ, k ∈ Z.

It is also worth mentioning that, if the LC refractive index is inaccurate, or the max
phase retardation is not reached, the absolute value of this thickness speculation will also
be inaccurate as a linear scale of the real value. However, even in this case, the relative
uniformity is still preserved.

4. Discussion

The LC thickness uniformity of our LCoS device has been calculated in Section 3, but
the linearity of the phase response Γ is still not fully obtained. According to Equation (20),
if ϕo is accurately measured, the phase retardation Γ can be calculated. However, in our
simulation setup, with an average LC layer thickness of 6 µm and no = 1.49 at 635 nm, the
average value of the total ordinary phase ϕo is around 55π, which means the accuracy of
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measured ϕo is only about 0.5π, not including other possible errors caused by inaccurate
refractive indices or driving strength. Such accuracy is not enough to calculate phase
retardation Γ based on I′′out in Equation (20), which requires Err(ϕo)� π. Therefore, an
accurate result of Γ was not yet achievable in this setup.

On the other hand, since the relative uniformity of the LC layer thickness is known,
the uniformity of phase retardation can still be hypothesized based on this calculated data,
assuming that the phase response is only determined by the LC layer thickness and driving
voltage, ignoring all other possible non-uniform aspects.

First, calculate the phase of reflected ordinary light based on the measured LC layer
thickness d/2. The uniformity distribution of the property (e.g., ϕ, d or Γ) is marked in
bold to differentiate from that the measured value from a single point. The result in this
step might not be accurate, but it should be proportional to the real value.

ϕo =
2π · no(λ) · d

λ
(23)

Then, for each gray level GL, assume the distribution of phase retardation Γ is propor-
tion to the distribution of ordinary phase difference ϕo, which means Γ = k ·ϕo. The least
square method can be used to determine the coefficient value k, causing the speculated
Γ to match the measured Γ” in the experiment. Repeating this process for all gray levels,
the approximate phase distribution can be acquired. Figure 16 shows the result of such a
process with simulation data.

Figure 16. Phase speculation based on the LC layer thickness uniformity result: (a) speculated phase
at GL = 95 where error reaches maximum; (b) error of the speculation at GL = 95.

Such speculation is far from perfect. As shown in Figure 16b, error with this specu-
lation method is still determined by the average phase error shown in Figure 6b, which
reaches up to 0.09π. Since the least square fitting is used in the speculation process, the
average error of the new speculated phase and the original faulty phase is close to the
same, about −0.08π at this gray level. On the other hand, the root mean square of error
(RMSE) in this case becomes much lower at only 43% of the original RMSE, which is a huge
improvement. The error comparison can be seen in Table 1.

Table 1. Simulated comparison between the original polarimetric method and our new method at
GL = 95, where the error reaches its maximum.

Phase Calculation Methods Average Error (π) RMSE (π)

Original polarimetric method [10] −8.36× 10−2 1.97× 10−1

Our method −8.53× 10−2 8.54× 10−2

Apart from the classical polarimetric method discussed in this paper, another outcome
is also worth noting. The effect of back reflection is mainly due to the changing interference
caused by overmodulation under different phase inputs, so it is not limited to uniformity
measurements and not only affects the classical polarimetric method discussed in this paper
but can also affect other LCoS phase measuring methods based on phase retrieving from
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normalized light intensity, including the binary grating method [23] and some interference
methods [4,5] to a certain extent. Figure 17 shows the measured phase result with binary
grating methods on the same LCoS device, and a similar ripple-shaped error pattern is also
present in this result.

Figure 17. Measured phase in π with binary grating method.

One possible way to suppress the effect of back reflection is by using a light source
with a very short coherence length, such as an incandescent light source with a coherence
length less than the LC layer thickness [24]. In this way, interference will not happen on
the glass surface, which is thought to greatly reduce the amplitude of error caused in the
measurement result. Additional research could be conducted by comparing the difference
between coherent and non-coherent light sources.

5. Conclusions

In this paper, the effect of glass reflections on LCoS phase uniformity measurement was
discussed under three conditions. Based on the idealized modeling of the classical polari-
metric method for LCoS phase measurement, a more detailed analytical model, including
front and back reflections from its cover glass, was constructed, and the simulation result
based on this new model was compared to real-life measurements with similar parame-
ters. According to the results comparison, the newly proposed model with included glass
reflections can explain the distinct ripple-shaped pattern in the phase measurement result.

In the case of front reflection, where light was reflected before being modulated by
the LC layer, the error caused by reflection was easily corrected by removing the NPBS
and realigning the polarizers. Even if the error is unattended, its amplitude is maxed out
around ±0.02π with the non-AR-coated cover glass.

In the case of back reflection, when light was reflected back into the LC layer by the
cover glass, the error reached an amplitude of ±0.2π or more, causing the uniformity
measurement to be completely ineffective. Furthermore, when the calibration process was
performed based on this faulty measurement result, the actual phase distribution became
more uneven. This phenomenon is thought to be one of the reasons that this non-ideal
glass reflection was overlooked in most previous works.

A method to acquire the approximate phase distribution was proposed by calculating
the uniformity of LC layer thickness based on a full-range measurement of the LCoS device.
The phase uniformity was estimated with sub-0.1π accuracy and half RMSE compared to
the original result, assuming a linear relationship between the phase value and LC layer
thickness. Further research is needed, with investigations of the multipath reflections of
LCoS devices, as well as the effect of other non-uniform aspects, such as LCoS flatness and
electric field strength, to make the classical polarimetric method a viable and consistent
means of measuring LCoS phase uniformity.
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Appendix A

The effect of non-ideal reflections on the actual phase retardation is analyzed in
Appendix A. The phase retardation in the output extraordinary light with front and back
reflections included can be written as:

Γ′ = angle
(√

1− A · ei·0 +
√

A · B · ei·Γ +
√

A · (1− B) · ei·2Γ
)

= angle
(
sinα · ei·0 + cosα · cosβ · ei·Γ + cosα · sinβ · ei·2Γ

) (A1)

When the front and back reflectivity satisfies (1− A) = (1− B), and (1− A) and
(1− B) are small enough, Γ′ approximately equals to Γ. In other words, it can be seen that
the reflections do not change the actual phase retardation on the LCoS device. With some
calculation, it can be found out that, when (1− A) = (1− B) ≤ 0.11, the change of phase
retardation |Γ′ − Γ| is less than 0.01π, which can be ignored in simulations and discussions
within this article.

The components of the reflected light are plotted to illustrate the effect of glass reflec-
tions on the output light intensity. Figure A1 shows a simulation of reflected light before
and after the second polarizer P2, separated as individual components. Assume θ1 = −π

4
and θ2 = π

4 , respectively, and both glass reflectivities (1− A) = (1− B) = 0.05. Input
intensity is normalized to 1 for both ordinary light and extraordinary light. Take ϕo = 50π
and Γ = 0.6π in this simulation.

Figure A1a demonstrates the extraordinary light reflections separated as three com-
ponents from W0, W1, and W2. As can be seen in the plot, the amplitude of the combined
reflection has been changed due to the existence of W0 and W2, while the phase remains
unchanged compared to the reflection from W1. With the same principle, Figure A1b
demonstrates the ordinary reflections, which also have their amplitude changed but their
phase unchanged.

Finally, Figure A1c demonstrates the combined light after polarizer P2, with the solid
lines representing the output light with non-ideal reflections and their dashed counterparts
representing the output light under ideal conditions. As can be seen, the amplitude of
the combined light has also changed due to the amplitude change in both ordinary and
extraordinary light. Change in the output amplitude is related to ϕo and Γ, making the final
output intensity impossible to be normalized into the ideal form of Inorm = (1− cosΓ)/2.
This outcome will result in the ripple-shaped error pattern demonstrated in the introduc-
tion section.

Figure A2 demonstrates a common optical setup for polarimetric method measure-
ment. A single collimated laser beam went through polarizer P1 and NPBS and then was
shaped by an aperture and reflected off a certain region of the LCoS device. The beam
was steered off the main optical path by the NPBS, went through polarizer P2, and was
collected by the photo detector.
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Figure A1. Comparison of the light components before and after polarizer P2: (a) extraordinary
reflections before P2; (b) ordinary reflections before P2; (c) combined reflections after P2.

Figure A2. Non-ideal optical setup for polarimetric method (P, polarizer, NPBS, non-polarizing beam
splitter, AP, aperture, TS, translation stage, PD, photo detector).

However, when the incident light is not fully S-polarized or P-polarized, which
corresponds to X-axis or Y-axis linear polarization, respectively, in this setup, NPBS cannot
guarantee the consistency between the incident light polarization state and the transmitted
light polarization state, and it could cause a change in polarization orientation and a
degraded polarization linearity. According to testing conducted by Thorlabs, Inc., even
with the best-case scenario, the change of polarization angle reaches up to 5 degrees, not
including the degraded linearity [19]. Unfortunately, the incident ± 45◦ linearly polarized
light and the reflected elliptical polarized light meet this exact condition, indicating the
NPBS is likely to cause systematic error during the measurements.
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Considering the uncertain distortion from the NPBS, a quasi-perpendicular setup is
preferred in the measuring process. After passing through polarizer P1 and aperture AP1,
the laser beam is steered directly by the LCoS device through polarizer P2 and aperture
AP2, and it is collected by the photo detector. Such a modified setup is demonstrated in
Figure A3.

Figure A3. Improved optical setup for polarimetric method (P, polarizer, AP, aperture, TS, translation
stage, PD, photo detector).

To ensure the alignment between two polarizers, it is recommended to replace the
LCoS device with a reflection mirror before the measurement, so the laser beam can be
directly reflected into polarizer P2 after polarizer P1 without phase modulation between
them. Adjust the transmissive direction of P2 until the received light intensity on the photo
detector reaches the minimum. The polarizers should have been properly aligned to an
orthogonal state after the adjustment, and the measurement can be started after switching
the mirror back to the LCoS device under testing.
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